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Abstract.
Prior work has suggested that Rossby wave
accumulation in the lower troposphere may be an important mechanism for the development of synoptic-scale dis-

time-mean flow, to quantify the rate of wave accumulation.
Here we present a similar analysis on subsets of the data
representingdifferent phasesof the MJO and ENSO. Argu-

turbances

mentssimilar to ours (thoughusingdifferentlanguage)re-

mer.

This

in the

western

north

work

examines

the

Pacific

in northern

intraseasonal

and

sum-

interan-

garding the relationship of the MJO to tropical cyclones in

nual variability of wave accumulation by computing the
barotropic wave activity flux divergence at 850 hPa for dif-

the easternnorth Pacifichavealsobeenmaderecently[Maloneyand Hartmann, 2000; Hartmann and Maloney,2000].

ferent phasesof the Madden-Julianoscillation(MJO) and
E1 Nifio/southernoscillation(ENSO). Indirectly, and with-

Data

out ruling out other influences,the results suggesta physical mechanism behind previously identified relationships between tropical cyclogenesisstatistics and these two modes

of variability (MJO and ENSO).
Introduction
Observational studies have documented relationships between the statistics of tropical cyclonesin the western North

and

method

We use the 850 hPa wind fields from the National

Center

for EnvironmentalPrediction/ National Center for AtmosphericResearch(NCEP/NCAR) reanalysisdata set[Kalnay
et al.,, 1996], from the period 1979-95. From eachyear we
use data during May 15 - November 15, twice daily. A regression analysis shows that TD-type disturbances propagate approximately according to linear, barotropic vorticity dynamics when diagnosedfrom a single-levelanalysis at

Pacific (WP) and longer-timescaleclimatic fluctuations, 850 hPa [Sobeland Bretherton,1999].Sensitivitytests(not
suchas the Madden-Julianoscillation(MJO)[Liebmannet shown)indicate that similar resultsare obtainedby analoal., 1994]and E1 Nifio/SouthernOscillation(ENSO) [Lan- gous calculations at other lower tropospheric levels.
The barotropic version of Plumb's wave activity flux is
der, 1994;and references
therein].
One necessaryingredient for tropical cyclogenesisis the
prior existenceof enhancedlow-level synoptic-scalevorticity

defined

as

1971; Nitta and Takayabu, 1985; Lau and Lau, 1990, 1992;
Takayabu and Nitta, 1993; Dunkerton, 1993; Dunkerton and
Baldwin, 1995; Chang et al., 1996; Sobel and Bretherton,

deviation therefrom, ,5 is latitude, p pressure, • the relative
and • the absolutevorticity. Under linear, WKB dynamics,

p•,2 COS
•

M =
(1)
[Zehr, 1992],suchas associatedwith a "tropicaldepression
type" (TD-type) disturbancein the WP [Reedand Recker, where the overbar represents a time average and prime a

M

1999](for a reviewof earlierwork see Wallace[1971]). Re-

satisfies the conservation

relation

OM

cent work has suggestedthat TD-type disturbancesamplify
O--•+ V. (Ms+ aM)= Sx•.
(2)
in the WP due to Rossby wave accumulation in the lower
troposphere, caused by the strong large-scale convergence where, assuming the (a contours are approximately zonal,
__

there [Holland,,1995;Sobeland Bretherton,1999]. The position and intensity of this large-scaleconvergenceare modulated by the MJO and ENSO, and so one can expect that
the lower tropospheric Rossby wave accumulation will be
similarly modulated. The occurrenceof tropical cyclogenesis in the WP may also be similarly modulated through the
associatedvariation in the number of suitable synoptic-scale
precursor disturbances.

Ms=pcos
•b[•(v
a- u'2),
and u = (u, v) is the horizontal velocity. $M is a source
or sink term, which can include baroclinic effects and other
neglected processesas well as forcingsper se. In the "almost
plane-wave limit" the group velocity property is satisfied

Sobeland Bretherton[1999]used activity flux defined
by Plumb [1986], which they computed assuminglayerwise barotropic disturbances propagating on the 850 hPa

cs = Ma/M

with cs being the group velocity. Expanding the flux divergenceterm in (2) in this limit,

V-(cam ) = cs ßVM + MV-%
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+•

(3)

The first term on the RHS, being equivalent to an advective
term, does not change the wave packet's amplitude along a
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El Nino

where most disturbances have not yet undergone cyclogen-

esis[Sobeland Bretherton,1999].
Results
ENSO

The top two panelsof Figure i (a and b) showthe group
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velocity divergencecalculated for years in which the average
SO I over the season is positive and negative, respectively.
In both cases a longitudinally oriented tongue of substantial convergence,indicating local amplitude growth through
wave accumulation, exists around 5-10N. The assumption of
linear barotropic vorticity dynamics holds to a reasonably
good approximation only along this tongue, particularly the
portion east of the Philippines. Fortunately, this is also

the regionwheredisturbanceamplificationoccurs[Sobeland
Bretherton,1999]. The bottom panel (c) showsthe differ11'oœ
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ence between the two, figure la minus figure lb. This plot

indicatesthat during E1 Nifio years (SOI< -0.2) the magnitude of the wave activity flux convergenceaveraged over
the tongue is slightly larger than in La Nifia years. However,
the main difference is that the higher values extend somewhat further east during E1 Nifio years, as evidenced by the
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While some studies have indicated a relationship between
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Figure 1. Group velocity divergence at 850 hPa for years

in whichthe SOI is lessthan (top) or greaterthan (middle)
-0.2, and the first minusthe second(bottom), in units of

WP tropicalcyclonefrequencyand ENSO, the majority (including,to our knowledge,the most recent) do not. However, the typical location at which cyclogenesisoccurs has

been foundto shift eastwardduring E1 Nifio years [Lander,
1994]. The eastwardextensionof the large groupvelocity

10-6s-:.
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trajectory defined by the group velocity. The second does

ment),defininga localgrowthtime scale-(V-Cg)-:

Of

course,if S -- 0 there is no amplitude changeintegrated over
the wave packet, if amplitude is measured by M. However,
there can be a net increase in the eddy kinetic energy associated with nonmodal barotropic conversionfrom the mean
f•ow.
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In this study,the overbar(and thereforeprimes)are not
computed by an average over the whole data record, but by
averagesduring different phasesof ENSO or the MJO. The
different phases of ENSO are defined by the southern oscil-

10•
fin

lation index (SOI)[Chelliah,1990],averagedfor the months
June-October. A threshold value of-0.2 was used, with
calculations performed separately on years having a JuneOctober averaged SOI either below or above that value; -0.2
was chosenbecause it divides the data exactly in half. The
phasesof the MJO are defined by the index of Maloney and
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Hartmann[1998]. The indexis definedonly duringMJO
events , which in total constitute 54% of our data record.

Only that fractionof the data is usedfor the MJO calcula-

--:.?

tions below.

The perturbations are filtered in time to isolate synoptic
frequencies;the filter has full power between 2-6 days and
falls to half power at 1.5 and 11 days. The filter may not
remove all influence from tropical cyclonesthemselves, leading to some potential bias, though this should be minimal
along the eastern portion of the disturbance "storm track"
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Figure 2. Group velocity divergenceat 850 hPa composited
over the active (top) and suppresed(middle) phaseof the MJO,
and the first minus the second(bottom), units as above.
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convergenceshown in figure I for E1 Nifio years is consistent
with these findings.
MJO

The top two panels of Figure 2 show the group velocity
divergence averaged over two phases of the MJO. The first
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convergenceis associated with enhanced convection in the
monsoontrough region, this enhancedconvectionmay also
increase the probability of cyclogenesisthrough other dynamical mechanismsnot directly associatedwith synopticscale vorticity fluctuations.

Conclusions

is definedby the averageover phases5-8 (active), and the
secondoverphases1-4 (suppressed),
of the MJO composite
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysesfor the years 1979-95and the
eventsdefinedby Maloney and Hartmann [1998](seetheir 850 hPa level have been used to perform calculations of wave
figure 15). While thoseauthorsusedzonal wind anomalies activity flux divergence similar to those of Sobel and Bretherat 850 hPa to define the anomaly phases,we define the active ton [1999],exceptthat the calculationswere performedon
and inactive phases by the sign of the 20-80 day precipitation anomaliesin the region of interest in the western Pacific

(seeFig. 15 of Maloney and Hartmann [1998]). The differenceplot (bottom panel) showsthat convergence
is larger

subsetsof the data representing different phasesof the MJO
and ENSO.

the northern

der I x 10-6s -x averagedoverthe regionof interest.This

WP

extends

further

east dur-

erage genesis location moves eastward in an E1 Nifio
year, and that tropical cyclonesare more frequent during the active MJO phase than the suppressedphase.
If wave accumulation is an important mechanism for
TD-type disturbance development in the WP, and the
frequency of tropical cyclogenesisis to a significant
extent rate-limited by the availability of such disturbances having sufficiently large amplitude, then our
group velocity calculations would lead one to expect
intraseasonal and interannual variations in tropical
cyclone statistics such as are observed.

MJO phase can explain this result. Given a fixed flux of
wave activity into the WP, a larger wave activity flux convergencewould on averagelead to a larger local growth rate,
and hence a larger number of TD-type disturbances reaching
sufiScientamplitude to be labeled "depressions".

Discussion

only a weak influence on their propagation characteristics.
Also, the present argument ignores possible intraseasonal
or interannual variability in the sources of these waves.
These wave sources have not been conclusively identified,
though planetary-scale equatorial Rossby waves have been

summer

ß without ruling out others, these results suggestone
possible physical explanation for prior results on observed tropical cyclone statistics, namely that the av-

in the percentagewhich undergocyclogenesis
[Liebmannet
al., 1994]. A largerrate of waveaccumulationin the active

with convergent/divergent
circulations,though these have

are:

ing an E1 Nifio year than during a La Nifia year, and
is stronger during the active phase of the MJO than
during the suppressedphase;

value representsa significantfraction (roughly 30-50%) of

The wave accumulation argument assumesthe preexistence of Rossby waves which propagate into the region.
These Rossbywavesare assumedto have larger spatial scales
and smaller amplitudes than are typical of a TD type disturbance that can support cyclogenesis.One caveat is that
the characterization of TD type disturbances as barotropic
Rossby waves is dynamically incomplete. The TD type
disturbances are associated with deep convection and thus

conclusions

ß the tongue of large wave activity convergenceassociated with the storm track of TD-type disturbancesin

in the active phase than the inactive by an amount of or-

the total. The tongue of large convergencealso shifts slightly
northward in the active phase.
WP tropical cyclones have been found to be more frequent during the active MJO phase than during the suppressed phase, because of the existence of a larger number
of precursor depressionsrather than becauseof any increase

The main
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